Abstract: To achieve satisfying user experiences of diverse applications, quality of service (QoS) guaranteed mechanisms such as per-flow queuing are required in routers. However, deployment of per-flow queuing in high-speed routers is considered as a great challenge since its industrial brute-force implementation is not scalable with the increase of the number of flows. In this study, the authors propose a dynamic queue sharing (DQS) mechanism to enable scalable per-flow queuing. DQS keeps isolation of each concurrent active flow by sharing a small number of queues instead of maintaining a dedicated queue for each in-progress flow, which is novel compared to the existing methods. According to DQS, a physical queue is created and assigned to an active flow upon the arrival of its first packet, and is destroyed upon the departure of the last packet in the queue. The authors combine hash method with binary sorting tree to construct and manage the dynamic mapping between active flows and physical queues, which significantly reduces the number of required physical queues from millions to hundreds and makes per-flow queuing feasible for high-performance routers.
Introduction
Router-based per-flow quality of service (QoS) control mechanisms were proposed in the literatures to achieve advanced QoS guarantees [1, 2] . However, the traditional per-flow QoS control needs to keep state for each inprogress flow, and therefore it suffers from a great scalability problem because of the dramatic increase in the number of in-progress flows. Per-flow queuing is the classical per-flow QoS control mechanism in the router. Industrial per-flow implementation typically uses bruteforce method to build a large number of physical queues and reserve a queue for every 'in-progress' flow. A flow is an individual internet protocol (IP) session specified by a five-tuple of source IP address, source port, destination IP address, destination port and protocol identifier. A flow is recognised as an in-progress one before its termination and an in-progress flow is generally considered to be terminated if an FIN packet is received for transmission control protocol (TCP) flow or it lasts for a pre-defined time interval. If the number of queues is larger than the number of in-progress flows, an isolated queue is assigned for each flow; otherwise several different flows would share a same queue and the QoS guarantee of each flow is violated. To avoid potential violation, at least 1 million queues need to be maintained for today's requirement with the brute-force method [3] . However, it is almost infeasible since the memory required to only keep the head and tail pointers of all the queues is about 2 Â 2 20 Â log 2 2 20 ¼ 40 M bits. Further considering the storage of packet data and the scheduling of 1 million queues, very large memory and powerful processing capability are needed for such bruteforce methodology.
Related survey showed that the flow number could be up to millions in an hour nowadays [4, 5] . The trend that the increase of people's demand is much faster than that of computing hardware (e.g. processing speed, memory capacity) motivates us to seek a more scalable and smarter mechanism to support per-flow queuing in this paper. In fact, the time a packet stored in a router is typically in microsecond. We count the number of active flows (the flows having packets stored in the router) every 10 ms from different real traces, and observe that the number of active
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flows is only in hundreds as demonstrated in our previous work [6] . Similar results have also been reported in [7] .
Based on this observation, we propose a dynamic queue sharing (DQS) mechanism to implement scalable per-flow queuing in routers. The idea is that we only assign queues for 'active flows' instead of in-progress flows in any snapshot while still keeping the per-flow queuing feature: packets from different flows are stored in different queues. An active flow is defined as a flow that has packets buffered in the router, and a silent flow is a flow that has no packet stored. DQS only creates and assigns a physical queue for an active flow and removes this queue when the flow turns to be silent. By setting only a limited number of queues and sharing them among simultaneous active flows, the number of required physical queues can be significantly reduced from millions to hundreds as we will show in Section 6.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Related work is briefly described in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the idea and work flow of DQS mechanism. Section 4 presents the organisations of active flow mapping (AFM) table. Section 5 shows one serial processing model and two parallel processing models on the AFM table for DQS mechanism. Section 6 performs the experiments and demonstrates the evaluation results. Finally in Section 7, we conclude the paper.
Related work
Packet buffering, acting as one of the basic functions in a router, is mainly responsible for holding arriving packets during the time of traffic congestion to smooth the burst of Internet traffic. In a packet buffering/queuing system, related studies fall into three categories: enqueue mechanism, dequeue mechanism and queue organisation mechanism.
Enqueue mechanism determines whether to accept the incoming packets or not and how to control the enqueue traffic rate, known as active queue management (AQM) [8] and admission control [9] . Random early detection (RED) [10] is the most prominent work in AQM and a large number of papers improve the stability [11] , fairness [12] and self-adaptation [13] of RED in a single queue. AQM in a multi-queue/multi-class environment is also investigated in [14, 15] . In [16] , per-flow admission control is proposed to allow QoS differentiation while maintaining the simple user-network interface of the best effort InterNetw. Proportional differentiated admission control is presented in [17] .
Packet scheduling is the classical dequeue mechanism, which allocates the link capacity to different users and prioritises user traffic to meet various QoS requirements. In round-robin-based schedulers [18, 19] , the server polls each queue in a cyclic order and serves a packet from any non-empty queue. Generalised processor sharing (GPS) [20] is an ideal scheduling policy in that it provides an exact max-min fair share allocation. However, GPS assumes that its scheduler is able to serve all backlogged sessions instantaneously and the capacity of the outgoing link can be infinitesimally split and allocated to these sessions. An important class of the so-called packet fair queuing algorithms can be defined in which the schedulers try to schedule the backlogged packets by approximating the GPS scheduler, such as worst-case weighted fair queuing [21] , virtual clock [22] , and self-clock fair queuing [23] . Adaptive packet scheduling methods, which guarantee bandwidth of the connection and optimise revenue of the network service provider, are proposed for both wireless and wired networks [24, 25] . In [26] , the authors present the idea of utility-based scheduling disciplines for adaptive applications over the Internet.
Buffer/queue organisation is the basis of the queuing system. It decides how to implement queues in a buffer and how to associate flows with queues. This paper is in this category. The industrial implementation of per-flow queuing only provides a brute-force approach by means of a quite large number of physical queues to buffer the arrival flows [27] . Since the development of computing hardware is slower than the increase of link speed and flow numbers [4] , brute-force methodology is not efficient and only guarantees a static-aggregating flow performance. The buffer management scheme to implement fair queuing in a gigabit router was proposed in [28] . It has recently been observed through trace studies and analytical evaluations that the number of active flows in packet scheduler is measured typically in hundreds even though there may be tens of thousands of flows in progress [7] . It indicates the feasibility of scalable per-flow queuing in [7] , but it is still an unsettled problem that how to implement scalable per-flow queuing in practice. In our previous work [6] , we have proposed a queue sharing mechanism, which significantly reduces the number of physical queues; however, its performance degrades greatly for burst traffic. In fact, the mechanism in [6] is the same as the serial processing model in this paper, and here we further propose two parallel processing models to improve performance under the burst traffic.
Work flow of DQS
For easy reference, we summarise the notations used in Table 1 . Suppose that the flow universe is F ¼ { f i }, the set of active flow is A ¼ {a j } A # F , and the set of physical queue is Q ¼ {q k }. We need to keep mapping between active flows and physical queues denoted by a j ! q k , which is called the AFM. An AFM table is introduced to keep the mapping between active flows and physical queues, in which each entry contains two data fields: the identifier of the (active) flow and the identifier of its corresponding physical queue. When a flow's state changes from active to silent, its mapping entry is deleted from the AFM table and the corresponding physical queue is withdrawn. When the flow changes its state from silent to active, a physical queue is allocated to this flow and its mapping entry is created in the AFM table. The following packets from this flow will be buffered in this dedicated queue correspondingly during the active period of the flow. The work flows of the processing for packet arrival and departure are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The flow identifier is first extracted from the packet and then forwarded to an AFM module. When a packet arrives from f i , the module first checks whether the flow f i is in the active list A or not by looking for f i in the flow identifier field of AFM table entries. If a hitting entry is found, the data q k in the queue identifier field will be returned and the packet is pushed into the corresponding q k ; otherwise, a new queue q k is assigned and an entry f i ! q k is added. Once the physical queue becomes empty, it is withdrawn immediately and its mapping entry f i ! q k is removed from AFM table.
Instead of maintaining the states of all the flows, DQS only needs to manage a small number of physical queues, and a mapping table between active flows and physical queues. As a result, the scheduler is only aware of the existence of physical queues rather than all the in-progress flows, without sacrificing the per-flow management feature. Consequently, the states in a router are reduced to hundreds from millions at a cost of a delicate maintenance of queues and operations on AFM table. The AFM scheme will be discussed in the next section.
AFM scheme
The scheme presented in this section maintains the mapping between flows and queues and helps a newly incoming packet to find a proper queue to be pushed into. The set of active flow A is a subset of flow universe F and changes from time to time. At time t 1 and time t 2 , it may be the same in the quantity of flows, but the individual flows may have changed a lot. The mapping scheme maintains a one-to-one mapping between active flows A and physical queues Q.
A queue is created on demand when a flow starts and is removed when it terminates (more details are described in Section 4.3), thus the numbers of elements in A and Q are the same, but this number is much smaller than the elements number in F. The mapping scheme requires a search operation, which helps a packet (from an existing active flow) find the proper queue to be pushed into. In addition, the mapping scheme maintains insertion operations to create new entries for new flows and holds deletion operations when specific physical queues are removed from the AFM table.
As we mentioned before, the five-tuple in the packet header is employed to classify the flows. Since the fivetuple in the packet header has 13 bytes (for IPv4), the flow universe contains 2 104 elements totally. The number of active flows in the buffer is very small relative to F, but it is not an easy job to frequently search, insert and delete a mapping entry in an extremely short interval, especially when A changes frequently. We conquer the problem in two steps. First, we use hashing to divide the whole AFM table into a number of smaller sub-tables, and in this way, the operations on these small AFM sub-tables can be much faster. Second, we employ binary sorting tree (BST) to organise the divided sub-tables, where search, insertion and deletion can be easily and quickly performed.
AFM table splitting
Hashing is utilised to divide the whole AFM Fig. 2 will move from time to time within the range of F, so the pointers to the sub-tables (S) also change dynamically.
We have examined a number of hash functions to find an even one so that approximately same amount of flows can be hashed to each slot. As our previous work [6] indicated, cryptographic hash functions such as MD5 and SHA-1 distribute flows evenly to slots. In a real implementation of DQS using FPGA (field-programmable gate array), we use another efficient hardware hash function: H 3 function [29] . The hash calculation can be finished within one clock cycle (the FPGA used in our prototype is ALTERA Stratix EPS80 and the frequency is 166 MHz) since the H 3 only requires AND operations and XOR operations. We evaluate AFM splitting effect using H 3 function with three real traces: trace 'CERNET', collected from CERNET (China Education & Research Network) [30] ; trace 'NLANR1' and trace 'NLANR2' collected from [31] . We observe that the variation of the flow number in slots is slight. Fig. 3 shows the number of flows pointed to each slot after hashing with 64 slots and 256 slots. Note that we do not consider the departure of flows in this experiment, that is all the flows in each trace (each trace lasts 10 min) are considered to be active flows. If we take into account the scheduling (We adopt DRR [18] as the scheduling algorithm and the scheduling rate is set so as to make the traffic load to be 0.95.) and only count the concurrent active flows, the number of active flows hashed to each slot (i.e. the length of sub-table in each slot) is quite small. Table 2 gives a summary of the experimental results, where P (i) means the probability that more than i flows hashed to a same slot and a is defined as the ratio of the average active flow number to the total slot number. Sub-table length is the number of flows hashed to that sub-table and Table 2 only considers the sub-tables with at least one flow mapping, which should be larger than one as a result. By introducing more slots, the average and the worst case sub-table length decrease, as well as P(1) and P (2). The results demonstrate that the sub-table length is not very large and there is small probability for queue length to be larger than 3 even only 64 slots are employed. In general, the larger the number of slots, less flows hashed to a slot.
AFM sub-table organisation
We introduce the BST to organise all the flows hashed to the same slot. Linked list can also be used here, and BST is employed to improve the operation performance on the slot whose length is large. The detailed comparisons of using linked list and BST are described in [6] . Owing to the page limit, only the organisation of BST is presented in this paper. The pointer in slot s k now points to the root of a constructed BST containing the flows hashed to s k , or to NULL (no flow hashed to it). For any node y in a BST, the key value is the flow identifier number, which follows the BST property: keys in the left subtree of y are smaller than the key in node y, and the keys in the right subtree of y are larger than the key in node y. The operations of insertion and deletion of a flow cause the AFM sub-tables to be changed, but the BST property in each sub-table always holds.
(1) Search: The search operation begins at the root and traces a path downwards in the tree. For each node it encounters, it compares the identifier number of the searched flow with the key value stored in that node. If they are equal, the search terminates. If the identifier number of the searched flow is smaller than the key value in the node, the search continues in the left subtree of the node, since the search key could not be stored in the right subtree as indicated by the BST property. Symmetrically, if the identifier number of the searched flow is larger than the key value of the node, the search continues in the right subtree.
Note that the nodes encountered during the search recursion form a path downwards from the root, and thus the running time of search operation is O(h), where h is the height of the tree. Therefore, in this case, the average searching time can be estimated by the following lemma and theorem.
Lemma 1: The average search length SL k of a randomly built BST with k nodes is
Proof: Please see Appendix.
Denote P k as the probability that k flows are hashed to a same slot, and it can be presented as
Theorem 1: When the AFM sub-tables are organised by BSTs, and P k is defined in (2) , under the assumption of simple uniform hashing, the expected time of a successful search is
(2) Insertion: Insertion only occurs after an unsuccessful search for a new active flow. When a new active flow comes, we first compare the flow identifier number with the key in the root. If the identifier number is smaller, we continue to trace the left subtree, and otherwise we continue to trace the right subtree. This procedure continues until it reaches the bottom of the tree, then a new node is created in this position with the flow identifier as the insertion key value. Consequently, the inserted node must be a leaf node.
Theorem 2: When the AFM sub-tables are organised by
BSTs, under the assumption of simple uniform hashing, the expected time to identify a new active flow, is bounded by
In fact, the insertion repeats the searching procedure to find a proper position to insert the node. Consequently, we can combine search operation with insert operation to solve our specific problem of flow mapping. If the incoming flow is not found in the BST, a new node is created at the position where the search operation terminates; otherwise, the searching result is returned.
(3) Deletion: Each node contains a pointer to its parent. Suppose that the node to be deleted is x whose parent is p. The deletion of the node x is also not complicated and we discuss it in three cases (without loss of generality, we assume x is the left child of p): † If the node x is a leaf node, that is, x has no children, we just need to change the pointer of its parent p, which originally points to x, to NULL after deletion. It will be achieved in O(1) time.
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Management of physical queues
An intuitive and simple way to organise the queues is to permanently divide the buffer into N queues. Since in this situation, the states of all N queues need to be stored all the time. Obviously, it will be inefficient for large N; however, if N is small, there will be a risk of blocking packets when all the queues are occupied during busy periods. Static dividing of queues may be a tradeoff between implementation and performance. Unfortunately, many applications cannot tolerate potential performance degradation. We develop a mechanism to dynamically create and release queues. For management efficiency, we divide the storage space into blocks. All the blocks are of the same size, saying 64 bytes. A packet is segmented into a number of fixed-length data units (DU) (a data unit and a block are of same size), and blocks are assigned to buffer the packets. Blocks not assigned are called free blocks. A stack is utilised to manage the free blocks, which stores the pointers to the free blocks. Each physical queue is organised as a linked list to store all the DUs for the same flow. When a new packet arrives, one or more blocks are allocated depending on the packet size for the corresponding queue; and once being forwarded, all the blocks occupied by the packet will be withdrawn and pushed into the free block stack. Corresponding head and tail pointers of each queue, as well as the free block stack, can be stored in a small on-chip or an external SRAM. Therefore with such a buffer organisation a physical queue can be dynamically created when a new flow enters the buffer and dynamically released when all the packets in it have been scheduled out, that is, the queue becomes empty.
Processing models
In this section, we propose three processing models of DQS on AFM table: single-mapping-process, single-task-queue (SPSQ ), multiple-mapping-process, singletask-queue (MPSQ ) and multiple-mapping-process, multiple-task-queue (MPMQ).
In SPSQ , there is only one process that operates on all the AFM sub-tables and a task queue that buffers the entire backlog mapping requests. It is a serial processing model, where the flow ID is first hashed to an AFM sub-table and a mapping process will then search the sub-table. Other mapping requests of the following packets coming during the processing period will wait in a single task queue after the hash operation. The architecture is as shown in Fig. 4a . This processing model is the same as the mechanism in our previous work [6] . Since the items kept in different AFM sub-tables are independent, the operations on different AFM sub-tables can be performed in parallel and we further propose two parallel operation models, MPSQ and MPMQ on AFM table.
In the MPSQ model, it maintains one mapping process for each AFM sub-table that is not empty and a single task queue for all the backlog mapping requests as depicted in Fig. 4b . An incoming mapping request is first forwarded to the hash function and is marked with an identifier to indicate which sub-table as well as the corresponding mapping process it is hashed to. After that, it is kept in the task queue like what SPSQ does. The request in the head of the task queue can be directly sent to a mapping process corresponding to the AFM sub-table it hashed to if this mapping process is idle. Only when the consecutive requests are hashed to a same sub-table, the task queue will grow. Because multiple mapping processes exist in the MPSQ , the mapping results will leave the AFM table in a different sequence from the original one as the mapping request comes. The function of the ordering logic is to insure that the results will be returned in the same order as that of the input side. An architecture based on tagattaching is used in the ordering logic. When an incoming mapping request is distributed to the proper AFM subtable, a tag (i.e. sequence number) will be attached to it. Then at the output side, the ordering logic uses the tags to reorder the returning sequence. The allocation of new queues to each sub-table is in serial to avoid possible conflict.
MPSQ improves the performance of SPSQ ; however, MPSQ will suffer 'head of line (HOL) block' problem. Suppose there are three consecutive mapping requests. First two are hashed to ST 1 and the third one is hashed to ST 2 . Since the mapping process related to ST 1 is occupied by the first request, the second request has to wait in the task queue and the third one will also be blocked even the mapping process corresponding to ST 2 is idle. To solve this problem, we extend the single task queue of MPSQ into M task queues, where M is the number of sub-tables. That is the MPMQ structure as shown in Fig. 4c . There is one mapping process and one small task queue for each AFM sub-table that is not empty. Since each AFM subtable has its own task queue, the HOL block problem does not exist. Similar to MPSQ model, there is also a reordering logic in MPMQ model to keep the sequence of output as input requests. The same as MPSQ , in MPMQ , the allocation of new queues to each sub-table is in serial to avoid possible conflict.
Evaluations
We utilise the aforementioned three traces to do the evaluations, namely CERNET trace, NLANR1 trace and NLANR2 trace (on OC-192 link). In the burst, the peak traffic rates (We define traffic rate as follows: suppose the packets arrive at time t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n and the packet length is z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n . Then the traffic rate at time t i is z i =(t iþ1 À t i ). The peak traffic rates are the largest traffic rate.) of these three traces are 10, 2.5 and 1 Gb/s, respectively. In all the simulations illustrated in this section, output bandwidth is shared among all the active physical queues in a DRR manner [18] .
The number of required physical queues is first evaluated. From Table 3 , we observe that the maximum (and average) number of physical queues for each trace is only in the order of hundreds. This fact accords with the expectation that the queue number required is only in hundreds. Note that, in the experiments where we configure a lighter work load by increasing the output capacity, the number of physical queues is even smaller. Although the average traffic speed in CERNET trace is the smallest, the number of flows in this trace is larger than the number of flows in NLANR1. For this reason, the physical queues needed for CERNET trace are more than that for NLANR1.
Next, we check the operation time including searching time, updating time and overall operation time under SPSQ processing model. Fig. 5 shows the searching time for an existing flow and Fig. 6 depicts the time to identify a newly arrived active flow and update the AFM table. The results in these two figures do not consider the computation time of hash function. The theoretic bound stated in Theorems 1 and 2 are acceptable estimations compared to the experimental results, and the margins between the theoretic values and the experimental results are partially caused by that the hashing is not so uniform among different slots/AFM sub-tables. With the increase of the number of AFM sub-tables, both the searching time and updating time decrease. This trend is just as expected, since the increase of M leads to the decrease of the scale of AFM sub-tables. If M ! 256, in all the traces, the average time to search for an existing flow is less than 1.5 operation cycles and the average time to identify a new active flow is less than one operation cycle. For the sake of clearly distinguishing the lines in the figure, the results for NLANR2 and CERNET trace are not drawn in Figs. 5 and 6, which are similar. Taking into account the time to compute the hash function, we investigate the average clock cycles needed to return a queue q k for an incoming packet no matter whether it belongs to a newly incoming flow or an existing active one. Suppose the hash computation needs one clock cycle, and each comparison on one node of BST also needs one clock cycle. www.ietdl.org facts: (i) If the number of slots is well set (for example, no less than 256), a packet can find a queue to be pushed into after about two cycles on average, in all the three traces.
(ii) The operation time needed is a monotone decreasing function of slots number; however, it has a diminishing gain. Consequently, blindly increasing the number of slots will lead to ineffectiveness in the sense of incurring disproportional penalty in implementation cost vis-a´-vis the gain in decreasing search length. Considering the overhead of increasing slots, we believe that it should be a good tradeoff containing 256 slots. In the worst case when many flows are occasionally hashed to one slot, the operation clock cycles needed will be more than the average results shown in Fig. 7 . We investigate the effect of the worst case in Fig. 8 . This figure shows the CDF of operation clock cycles in NLANR2 trace, when the flows are hashed to 256 slots. We observe that about 40% of the packets can find their corresponding queues after only one clock cycle, and about 84% of the packets can find their corresponding queues in no more than two clock cycles. Only about 0.02% of the packets may encounter worst case and require at most six operation cycles. The results for CERNET trace and NLANR1 trace are much better. Therefore for the worst case concern: (i) the worst case may occur and about six operation cycles are required in this case; (ii) the chance of meeting the worst case is very small (less than 0.02% in this case).
A state-of-art high-performance router usually equips combined input and output queue switch architecture and the switch fabric is required to provide a minimum speedup of 2 2 1/X in order to provide 100% throughput in such an architecture, where X is the number of input/output ports [32] . In other words, the enqueue rate of the output queue is 2 2 1/X times faster than the dequeue rate. Define speedup as the ratio between enqueue rate and dequeue rate. The performance of SPSQ will degrade greatly when the speedup is larger than one. The results for trace NLANR1 are shown in Fig. 9 for illustration. For this reason, we propose two parallel processing models to improve the performance when the burst speedup is larger than one. Fig. 10 depicts the relationship between normalised throughput and speedup under different processing models when the number of AFM sub-tables is 2 6 on trace NLANR1. Here, by normalised throughput we mean the AFM mapping output rate against the packet incoming rate. The normalised throughput is always bounded by 1 because the mapping output rate can never exceed the incoming rate. As shown in the figure, the normalised throughput decreases with the increase of speedup for all the three processing models. The normalised throughput of MPSQ is only slightly better than the one of SPSQ when speedup is larger than 3 since the probability of HOL block is quite tremendous for large speedup, but MPMQ is always about five times better than SPSQ.
The buffer sizes for the task queue under the three processing models are demonstrated in Fig. 11 when the number of AFM sub-table is 2 6 on trace NLANR1. In this paper, the buffer size is measured in K bytes. The buffer size for MPSQ is smaller than the one of SPSQ when speedup is less than 3, and they become similar with continuous increase of speedup. We calculate the total memory of MPMQ to be the product of the number of sub-tables and the size of the largest task queues. The memory size of MPMQ increases with the growth of the speedup and it is the least when the speedup is no larger than 4. Since MPSQ and MPMQ provide larger throughput than SPSQ , the backlogged packets in MPSQ or in each MPMQ task queue should be smaller than SPSQ. MPMQ under large speedup requires largest total buffer since it has to multiply the large number of queues. In order to see the performance under tough situation, we fix the speedup to 8 and check the performance with the increase of the number of AFM sub-tables and the results on NLANR1 are indicated in Figs. 12 and 13 . With the increase of the number of sub-tables, the normalised throughput increases while the buffer size decreases. This is because when the size of sub-tables becomes larger, the possibility of hash collision on successive packets becomes less. Again, the throughput performance of MPMQ is the best compared with SPSQ and MPSQ under this experiment setting. Although the backlog (largest buffer size) in each task queue of MPMQ model is less than 3KB, the total required memory size could be 172-550 KB.
The memory required for the mapping scheme is also very small. As shown in Table 1 , we denote the number of slots as M, the number of active flows as l, the number of physical queues as N and the number of bits to identify a flow as B. Then, the memory requirement for the mapping scheme W is
For example, given 256 slots, 256 physical queues, l ¼ 256 and B ¼ 32, the memory required is only 16 K bits for the AFM sub-tables. Obviously, it is easy to implement the memory on an embedded on-chip SRAM, leading to a great reduction on PCB area and wiring delay. www.ietdl.org
Conclusions
Per-flow queuing mechanism suffers a great scalability problem with the dramatic increase in the number of in-progress flows.
In this paper, we first confirm the measurement result that the number of concurrent active flows in the routers is typically in hundreds even though there may be tens of thousands of flows in-progress. Based on this observation, we have proposed a DQS mechanism to implement scalable per-flow queuing in high-performance routers.
Compared with industrial implementation of per-flow queuing, the main benefit achieved by DQS is a great reduction of the number of the required physical queues from millions to hundreds at the expense of organisation and operation on an AFM table. When the number of slots of AFM is 256, the operation delay for a packet to find a queue to be pushed into is about two cycles on average under a serial processing model for normal traffic condition. Compared to serial processing model, parallel processing models improve the throughput performance by about five times even under congested conditions. With 256 slots, the system only costs 16 K bits memory, which can be implemented in an on-chip memory. In addition, the idea of DQS can be extended to other per-flow control mechanism which is also our future work. 
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